Public consultation on mental health and addiction in Aotearoa New Zealand
now, and into the future
A chance to have your say
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INTRODUCTION
Nau te rourou, naku te rourou, ka ora ai te Iwi
On 31 January 2018, the Government established an Inquiry into mental
health and addiction. The ultimate goal is to improve the mental health and
addiction outcomes of New Zealanders. We are a diverse and multicultural
panel with a broad range of ethnicities, ages, backgrounds and perspectives.

Our task is wide ranging: we have been asked to look at how mental health
is promoted and supported in New Zealand, and how interventions and
services could be transformed to respond more effectively to the needs of
people experiencing mental health and addiction challenges, including
people affected by suicide.

We want to provide a clear direction for the future that generates hope and supports
communities, whānau and family, providers and government to take action.

Providing a submission on this consultation document is one way you can contribute to this
Inquiry. Our website has more information about other ways you can connect with us:
www.mentalhealth.inquiry.govt.nz.

Your views

There are five key questions that we would like to hear your views on. These questions are
deliberately broad to ensure that they capture the full range of issues and solutions you may
wish to share with us.

Your submission might be very specific, based on your own experiences of mental health or
addiction. You might have insights as a service provider or a family member, supporting a
person who has experienced mental health or addiction challenges. As well as your personal
experiences, you might also have ideas about what improvements could be made across the
whole country and the entire system.
Everyone’s views are important because they will help us to understand what people around the
country think is working well and what needs to improve.

Tell us what you think

We want to hear what you think, especially what your solutions are to make things better. Your
comments and ideas might be about anything you think is relevant, including the role of
different sectors — such as education, disability support, social welfare, housing, justice, policing
and prisons — and the impact of various risk factors, for example: housing issues, violence,
unemployment, social deprivation and poverty.

To help you make your submission, you may want to read a simplified version of our Terms of
Reference: http://www.mentalhealth.inquiry.govt.nz/About-the-Inquiry/Terms-of-Reference,

Overall, we want to hear your ideas about solutions that might help to:
•
•
•
•
•

build positive mental wellbeing for all New Zealanders

help people to deal with mental health challenges early (before specialist treatment is
required)
enable people to avoid becoming addicted to something that causes harm
prevent people from taking their own lives

make it easier and faster to identify when someone is facing mental health or addiction
challenges and get them help more quickly
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•
•

improve the quality of the support and interventions given to those who need it, and
any other ideas about how to improve mental health and wellbeing in Aotearoa.

Your views matter

Every submission is important and all will be read or listened to. When the Inquiry finishes, we
will release a report that explains what people told us needs to change and how it should change.

How your information will be managed

The only people who will have access to your submission will be the Inquiry panel and
nominated staff of the Inquiry. It is possible that some content from submissions, such as
individual stories and experiences, may be referenced or included in the Inquiry report but
identifying information (such as names) will be excluded, and stories and experiences will be
kept anonymous where possible.
You can tell us that you would like your submission, or certain parts of it, to be kept confidential
so that it won’t be used in the report. You can find out more about our management of your
submissions during and after the Inquiry here:

https://mentalhealth.inquiry.govt.nz/consultation-document/legal-information-about-your-submission/

You can attach documents to your submission

You can also attach documents to your submission. If you are completing your response online,
there is an opportunity to attach anything you want to contribute (except current service
complaints which are outside the Terms of Reference). If you are completing a paper version of
this document, please attach any additional information to your submission when you send it to
us.

You can provide more detailed comments

You may wish to make more detailed comments about areas such as design and provision of
services, how to improve coordination between the health sector and other areas, workforce
planning, collection and sharing of information, and funding, governance and accountability. You
can include these in your answers, or put them in a separate submission from you or your
organisation.

Conclusion

This Inquiry is a once in a generation opportunity for change. We will be working hard in the
time available to gather the best information we can, and your views are part of this.

Your voice is important and will help us set the direction for mental health and addiction in
Aotearoa. Thank you in advance for taking the time to complete your submission — we look
forward to receiving it.
Mahi Ngātahi he oranga mō tatou,

Professor Ron Paterson (Inquiry Chair)
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How to have your say on the Inquiry
These questions are a starting point for our discussions. Feel free to answer some or all of the
questions, and please raise any other ideas or issues that haven’t been covered but you think the
Inquiry panel should consider. You can answer our questions online at
https://mentalhealth.inquiry.govt.nz/consultation-document/. Or you can download a PDF
version of this document for completion and send it by email to mentalhealth@inquiry.govt.nz
or post to the address below.
Translated versions of the document can be found at
https://mentalhealth.inquiry.govt.nz/consultation-document/ :

If your preferred language isn’t on that list you can call CAB Language Connect (an independent
community organisation) on 0800 78 88 77 and someone may be able to assist you. It’s free to
call to get assistance in the languages they support. See
http://www.cab.org.nz/languageconnect/Pages/home.aspx for more information and a list of
languages.
A video version of the document with New Zealand Sign Language interpretation with audio
and captions can be found at https://mentalhealth.inquiry.govt.nz/consultationdocument/nzsl/
An Easy Read format of the document can be found at
https://mentalhealth.inquiry.govt.nz/consultation-document/consultation-documenteasyread/
A large text format of the document can be found at
https://mentalhealth.inquiry.govt.nz/consultation-document/large-text/

You can also provide your submission over the phone if you prefer by calling 0800 644 678.
Someone will be able to talk to you and write down your ideas about how to improve mental
health and addiction in New Zealand between 9:30am and 5:30pm Monday- to Friday.
When to send your submission by

Submissions are due by 5pm, 5 June 2018.
Where to send your submissions

You can send your submission by email or post.
mentalhealth@inquiry.govt.nz

Mental Health and Addiction Inquiry
PO Box 27396
Marion Square
Wellington 6141.

Other ways to contribute to the Inquiry
The panel will not be able to spend time with everyone, but we will meet with whānau and
communities, individuals who access services, providers, representative organisations,
advocates, sector groups and experts where we can. If you want to find out more about our
meetings around the country and how you can join in, please go to
https://mentalhealth.inquiry.govt.nz/contact-us/expressions-of-interest/
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You can also get in touch with the Inquiry on our website, email or through social media.
The Inquiry team is always contactable through our email address —
mentalhealth@inquiry.govt.nz.
https://www.facebook.com/MentalHealthInquiryNZ/
https://twitter.com/MHInquiryNZ
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1.

WHAT’S CURRENTLY WORKING WELL?

We know there are concerns with how we view mental health and addictions, promote mental
wellbeing, and provide support and services to those who need it. We also know there are some
good things already happening that could be supported and expanded. We want to hear about
the good things currently happening.
What do you think is currently working well? Why do you think it is working well?
Who is it working well for?

Midland Family Whanau Leadership Network - Te Ao Whanau Network
* Regional groups and how we action priorities that are on the table
* Regional consistency being developed
* Strong peer contacts and support
* Information sharing across other groups helps strengthen networks
* Provision of a more coherent voice

Midland Consumer Leadership Network - He Tipuana Nga Kakano Network
* Awesome family whanau support groups
- family whanau has somewhere to talk
- improve discharge planning
- solid peer connection - teaches about recovery etc
* Targeting - focusing on outcomes (just starting to do)
* Frustration from DHB - they are the right people to be saying that the status quo sucks = pushing for change
- doors are starting to open collaborative
- peers employed for service delivery
- Waitamata peer support in ED
- Kaitaka Waianga in crisis support
Note: not all DHBs in region
* Te Kuwatawata - indigenous approach making an environment feel welcoming to all whanau
- environment
- collective
- mahi atua
- NGO/DHB infant child & adolescent clusters (South Waikato)
- CATT (Crisis Emergency Team) / HBT (Homebased)
- 24/7 Taupo (since February)
Midland Maori Leadership Network - Te Huinga o Nga Pou Hauora
* This network is working well - unanimous.
* That is funded appropriately and equity based
* Provides strategic planning; Robust conversations, ability to openly discuss any matter, upholding our values; shared resourcing; two-way conduit
to and from region;
* We do make a difference but not necessarily tangible;
* Dedicated role of Regional Director - consistent, holder of values
* Covers rural / isolated rural / urban - similarities and local solutions for local issues
* Specific exemplar services are highlighted and the environment is great for discussion
* Share data - valuable to see the data and then you can discuss
Midland Addiction Leadership Network
* Midland network forums work very well - give consistent planning, pulling diverse opinions together to form united actions
* Regional services - wide variety of approaches;
* Regional OST forum - connecting clinicians and practitioners
* Salvation Army
* SACAT - regional model of care
* Co-existing problems rolled out across the region
* Utilising workforce centres
* Early uptake of new ideas
* High PRIMHD and compliance
* Identifying what isn't working
* AoD regional network
Midland Workforce Strategy Network
* Regional network
* Face-to-face is best
* Feeding into clinical governance and provider arms
* Discussions as a regional group for robust response to Ministry documents
* Shared resources - locally and regionally
* Regional contracts
* E-learning tools are great
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2.

WHAT ISN’T WORKING WELL AT THE MOMENT?

We know that some things are not working so well at the moment. We want to hear what you
think isn’t working well, and where there might be gaps or problems — such as the underlying
causes of the problems, unmet needs, the way services and support are delivered, the links
between services, and the availability of services and resources.
What mental health and addiction needs are not currently being met? Who isn’t
receiving the support they need and why? What is not being done now that should be?

Midland Family Whanau Leadership Network - Te Ao Whanau Network
* SACAT not working for this region - need for more available beds locally
* No regional eating disorder residential facility
* No equivalent of Ashburn Hall locally
* Teen/child facilities for inpatient admissions
* Early intervention not well done - except for Tairawhiti
* Accessible/affordable talking therapies need to be more accessible and realistically affordable
Midland Consumer Leadership Network - He Tipuana Nga Kakano Network
* crisis - answerphone message
* police come out not crisis team
* geographically challenged
* Police not trained - family members dealing in situation and crisis team won't come out
* Shared plans - no plans at all
* NGO/CMHT
* audits show 99% woefully poor or outdated
* clients over medicated and don't get reviewed
- OST - highest level of medication
- no treatment options
- methadone for life XXXXX
* Child does not have a voice - articulate child not heard - trauma @ police station
* Housing - especially small town - assessed for detox, but living on the street
- MH clients housed can be un-housed by AOD or other
Midland Maori Leadership Network - Te Huinga o Nga Pou Hauora
* The protection of Maori services
* Lack of the commitment to validate Maori thinking/tikanga
* Return of information to local level - sideways and down as well as up
* Why are mainstream able to keep their contracts if they are not involving whanau?
Midland Addiction Leadership Network
* Loss of Kaupapa Maori residential facilities has created gaps
* Access into regional residential facilities - need to improve
* Mainstream still auditing Maori services
* Regional implementation of He Ritenga audit tool

Workforce Leadership Network
* No Addiction expert on the Inquiry panel - Ministry error/oversight
* No mention of co-existing conditions
* Need a broader workforce - not just L7 qualification - lived expertise valuable
* Trauma informed care - need NZ context using info from Maori researchers
* Needs to be local and regional approach to trauma informed care and effect on Maori that works on the ground
* Need to develop regional workforce centres - Nationally driven is not good
* Data gathering and presentation poor - need a regional view
* Contracts need to be more flexible
* Don't have a pro-equity lens
* No access to a Kaupapa Maori rangatahi residential facilities
* Loss of kaupapa Maori contracts - The protection of Maori services paramount
* Pasifika gap
* Unethical not to deal with the family/whanau of whai ora - lazy default of confidentiality
* Scrutiny of NGO much more robust than DHB
* Common sense seems to have been lost
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3.

WHAT COULD BE DONE BETTER?

You’ve told us what you think is working well, and what isn’t working well. In this section we
want to hear what you think would make the biggest difference to improve and transform
mental health and addiction outcomes in New Zealand. This might include your ideas about how
to prevent people from developing mental health or addiction problems, as well as ideas about
how to improve the support and treatment given to those who need it.
Your ideas might be focused on specific communities or groups of people, or more general views
about what could be done better. We want to hear all ideas — big or small, specific or broad,
innovative and new, or building on something that is already happening.
What are your ideas about what could be done better or differently to improve mental
health and wellbeing in New Zealand? What could be done better or differently to
prevent addiction from occurring? What could be done better or differently to
prevent people taking their own lives and support those affected by suicide?
How could support be better provided to those who need it?

Midland Family Whanau Leadership Network - Te Ao Whanau Network
* Shared recovery planning - one plan per client
* Focus on early intervention to hopefully keep people out of the 'system'
* One assessment that follows the person right through
* Families must be consulted as part of the one assessment; The assessor needs the fullest amount of facts possible
* Improving the discharge from OST
* Lack of whanau advisors regionally and nationally
* Strengthening families does not represent 90% family and whanau in our region
* We as a group should be promoting the family voice more strongly
* Need for national family and whanau advisory funded by the Ministry
Midland Consumer Leadership Network - He Tipuana Nga Kakano Network
* wraparound services - housing - counselling
* wellness and health literacy education in school (tamariki level) - about family wellness/functioning - Trauma informed care
* advocacy
* access to services - transport - criteria - deprived area equity - flexibility - geographically spread - rural
* educating about discrimination
* recovery is made open in the community - it doesn't have to be locked away in agencies - everyone knows where to get care
and how to get it
* make schools into community centres - retired people garden and maintain - childcare - JPs - Ty
* workers need to widen their scope - hold onto discipline but open up - treat holistically - be practical
Midland Maori Leadership Network - Te Huinga o Nga Pou Hauora
* Fund better - based on equity
* Once a year hui of all 9 groups? Maybe after the findings of the Inquiry?
* Common sense in policy development
* Outcome approach vs output approach
* Will anything change - we've done this all before
Midland Addiction Leadership Network
* Youth AoD
* Fill gap in services for those not quite SACAT but need help
Workforce Leadership Network
* Pasifika employment to reflect population
* Better pathways for transition of whaiora into employment - hurdles around stigma, qualifications, background checks etc
* Disparity and variations in clean time
* Value experience
* Lack of psychologists - internal competition between government departments - losing them to Corrections (more money) or
private practice (overheads etc)
* Need Maori psychologists to appropriately work with whanau
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4.

FROM YOUR POINT OF VIEW, WHAT SORT OF SOCIETY WOULD BE BEST
FOR THE MENTAL HEALTH OF ALL OUR PEOPLE?

We want to hear what your ideal, healthy New Zealand would look like. What would be the
foundations, principles or values that would support positive mental wellbeing for all New
Zealanders, and how we might best assist those who need help.
If you could refresh how the system in Aotearoa promotes positive mental wellbeing,
and prevents, identifies and responds to mental health and addiction challenges,
including suicide, what would that system look like, how would it be different from
what we have today, where would you start, and where would you focus your efforts?

1. Family Whanau Leadership Network - Te Ao Whanau Network
Midland
* Better engagement by the Ministry with the regional networks
* We should be treating employment as a right not an obligation. Something you need.
* Changing what we tell our people is achieving e.g. setting the bar too high
* Community models work best
* Sustainable funding for small community organisation who are providing a service in their community
* Healthy men and women who go on to grow healthy families
* Unsiloed silos
Midland Consumer Leadership Network - He Tipuana Nga Kakano Network
* it takes a village to raise a child
* open
* responsible
* if the Mum's well the children will thrive
* defining the role of men to prevent absence in fatherhood
* role defined - valued as human
* parenting education
* emotions - learning how to deal with them
* alternative treatments - complimentary therapies / mirimiri / rongoa / meditate = choices
* community events - awareness days / concerts / testimony
* society that values difference
Midland Maori Leadership Network - Te Huinga o Nga Pou Hauora
* Mokopuna focused
Midland Addiction Leadership Network
* Change alcohol and drug policy - health rather than criminal justice
* Holistic approach to health
* Regional funding approach
* National approaches to some services?
* Ministry talk to stakeholders
* Better data services
* Well informed of options
* People can participate in community
* Validate Maori skill base
* Focus on strengths rather than deficits
* Get rid of institutional racism

Midland Workforce Leadership Network
* Fit for purpose modalities - relevant to us, for us, by us
* Takes a village to raise a child
* Wrap around services
* Peer - support, advocacy
* Pro-equity lens
* Well communities - he manaaki to offer support when they need it
* Flexible, accessible, timely help
* Change the language - more about wellness and less about illness
* Insert the logo and supporting words - its says what we mean
* Early intervention
* Better education at younger age - stress management, sadness, money management, health, exercise, parenting
* Planned workforce creation
* Better workforce pathways
* Caring for our workforce
* Pimp wellness not a pill
* Healing centres - therapeutic papakainga
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5.

ANYTHING ELSE YOU WANT TO TELL US
Is there anything else you want the Inquiry to know?

Midland Family Whanau Leadership Network - Te Ao Whanau Network
* Recognition of what is currently being done isn't working and recognition that other modalities
can be more effective
* More resourcing for shared services that work well
* Allowing the community to identify the gap, and being allowed to fill the gap and not being
told what they need to do
* New initiatives need new money not taking money away from existing services that are
working
Midland Consumer Leadership Network - He Tipuana Nga Kakano Network
* prisoners need a voice in all of this too - set prisoners up to succeed on release - consumer
voice in prisons
* open acceptance of sexuality
* more robots in home case etc (Scotland)
Midland Maori Leadership Network - Te Huinga o Nga Pou Hauora
* Hope this isn't just a tick box exercise
Workforce Leadership Network
* We need funded alternative therapies
* Healing centres - therapeutic papakainga
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6.

BEFORE YOU GO…

6.1. About you
Before you finish, please tell us a few things about yourself. This information will help us better
understand the information we receive, where the areas of unmet need are, and identify ideas
that best fit various groups, because what works well for one group might not work for another.

Is this an individual submission, or a submission on behalf of a group or organisation?
Individual

Organisation

Please state which organisation:

✔

Group

If your submission is on behalf of a group, how many people does it represent?

Midland MH&A Regional Networks - Family Whanau, Consumer, Addiction,
Maori and Workforce - total of: 39 people

Please indicate which of the following best represents you. Tick as many as appropriate.

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Personal experience of mental health and/or addiction challenges

Family, friend or whānau of someone with mental health and/or addiction challenges

Current/past engagement with mental health or addiction services

Family, friend or whānau of someone with experience of mental health or addiction
services
Individual service provider or support worker
Advocate

Service provider organisation
o

please specify type of provider (eg, DHB, PHO, primary practice)

DHB, NGO & Kaupapa Maori Services

✔
✔

Representative or professional organisation

NGO

Researcher, Academic, Commentator

Central or Local Government agency
Interested member of the public
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✔

Other (please specify)

Shared service agency

If you are a person who has accessed services either currently or in the past
Please indicate if you identify with any of the following groups. Tick as many as appropriate.

✔
✔
✔

New Zealand European/Pākehā

Māori

Children
Youth

Pacific peoples

People with disabilities

✔

Deaf

Older people

Immigrant and refugee groups
Veteran

LGBTIQA+

Prison populations

Non—custodial offender
Rural

Other (please specify)

If you are a provider, representative, or professional organisation
Please indicate if you provide services specific to any of the following groups. Tick as many as
appropriate.

✔
✔
✔
✔

Māori

Children
Youth

Pacific peoples

People with disabilities

✔

Deaf

Older people

Immigrant and refugee groups
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Veterans

LGBTIQA+

Prison populations

✔

Non—custodial offenders
Rural

Other (please specify)

Sex:

✔
✔

Female
Male

X (Gender diverse/Indeterminate/Intersex/Unspecified)

Age:

Prefer not to say
Under 16

✔
✔

16 — 24
25 — 44
45 — 64
65 — 84
85+

Prefer not to say

6.2. Are there any parts of your submission that you would like kept
confidential?
Yes / no (If yes, please clearly indicate in your submission which parts you request be kept
confidential (eg, by highlighting confidential sections), and reasons why this is important
to you)
Please indicate how you would like the confidential parts to be treated.
The identified parts of my submission are not to be referenced at all in the Inquiry report

The identified parts of my submission can be anonymised and used in the Inquiry report
and other Inquiry documentation — for example published as part of an analysis of
submissions
The identified parts of my submission should be anonymised before being seen by the
panel
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For further information about requests for a submission to be kept confidential, please visit the
Legal
Information
about
Your
Submission
webpage
at
https://mentalhealth.inquiry.govt.nz/consultation-document/legal-information-about-yoursubmission/
Unless confidentiality is expressly requested, all submissions and evidence may be made
publicly available at the discretion of the Inquiry.
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